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Abstract. I give a review of the conceptual issues that arise in theories of quan-
tum cosmology. I start by emphasising some features of ordinary quantum theory
that also play a crucial role in understanding quantum cosmology. I then give
motivations why spacetime cannot be treated classically at the most fundamental
level. Two important issues in quantum cosmology – the problem of time and the
role of boundary conditions – are discussed at some length. Finally, I discuss how
classical spacetime can be recovered as an approximate notion. This involves the
application of a semiclassical approximation and the process of decoherence. The
latter is applied to both global degrees of freedom and primordial fluctuations in
an inflationary Universe.
1 Introduction
As the title of this school indicates, a consistent quantum theory of gravity
is eventually needed to solve the fundamental cosmological questions. These
concern in particular the role of initial conditions and a deeper understand-
ing of processes such as inflation. The presence of the singularity theorems
in general relativity prevents the formulation of viable initial conditions in
the classical theory. Moreover, the inflationary scenario can be successfully
implemented only if the cosmological no-hair conjecture is imposed – a conjec-
ture which heavily relies on assumptions about the physics at sub-Planckian
scales.
It is generally assumed that a quantum theory of gravity can cure these
problems. This is not a logical necessity, though, since there might exist
classical theories which could achieve the same. As will be discussed in my
contribution, however, one can put forward many arguments in favour of
the quantisation of gravity, which is why classical alternatives will not be
considered here.
Although a final quantum theory of gravity is still elusive, there exist
concrete approaches which are mature enough to discuss their impact on
cosmology. Here I shall focus on conceptual, rather than technical, issues that
one might expect to play a role in any quantum theory of the gravitational
field. In fact, most of the existing approaches leave the basic structures of
quantum theory, such as its linearity, untouched.
⋆ Report Freiburg THEP-99/7. To appear in the Proceedings of the Karpacz Win-
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Two aspects of quantum cosmology must be distinguished. The first is
concerned with the application of quantum theory to the Universe as a whole
and is independent of any particular interaction. This raises such issues as
the interpretation of quantum theory for closed systems, where no external
measuring agency can be assumed to exist. In particular, it must be clarified
how and to what extent classical properties emerge. The second aspect deals
with the peculiarities that enter through quantum aspects of the gravitational
interaction. Since gravity is the dominant interaction on the largest scales,
this is an important issue in cosmology. Both aspects will be discussed in my
contribution.
Since many features in quantum cosmology arise from the application of
standard quantum theory to the Universe as a whole, I shall start in the
next section with a dicussion of the lessons that can be learnt from ordinary
quantum theory. In particular, the central issue of the quantum-to-classical
transition will be discussed at some length. Section 3 is then devoted to full
quantum cosmology: I start with giving precise arguments why one must
expect that the gravitational field is of a quantum nature at the most fun-
damental level. I then discuss the problem of time and related issues such as
the Hilbert-space problem. I also devote some space to the central question
of how to impose boundary conditions properly in quantum cosmology. The
last section will then be concerned with the emergence of a classical Uni-
verse from quantum cosmology. I demonstrate how an approximate notion
of a time parameter can be recovered from “timeless” quantum cosmology
through some semiclassical approximation. I then discuss at length the emer-
gence of a classical spacetime by decoherence. This is important for both
the consistency of the inflationary scenario as well as for the classicality of
primordial fluctuations which can serve as seeds for galaxy formation and
which can be observed in the anisotropy spectrum of the cosmic microwave
background.
2 Lessons from quantum theory
2.1 Superposition principle and “measurements”
The superposition principle lies at the heart of quantum theory. From a
conceptual point of view, it is appropriate to separate it into a kinematical
and a dynamical version (Giulini et al. 1996):
• Kinematical version: If Ψ1 and Ψ2 physical states, then αΨ1+βΨ2, where
α and β are complex numbers, is again a physical state.
• Dynamical version: If Ψ1(t) and Ψ2(t) are solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation, then αΨ1(t) + βΨ2(t) is again a solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation.
These features give rise to the nonseparability of quantum theory. If inter-
actions between systems are present, the emergence of entangled states is
unavoidable. As Schro¨dinger (1935) put it:
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I would not call that one but rather the characteristic trait of quantum
mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical
lines of thought. By the interaction the two representatives (or ψ-
functions) have become entangled. . . . Another way of expressing the
peculiar situation is: the best possible knowledge of a whole does not
necessarily include the best possible knowledge of all its parts, even
though they may be entirely separated . . .
Because of the superposition principle, quantum states which mimic classical
states (for example, by being localised), form only a tiny subset of all pos-
sible states. Up to now, no violation of the superposition principle has been
observed in quantum-mechanical experiments, and the only question is why
we observe classical states at all. After all, one would expect the superpo-
sition principle to have unrestricted validity, since also macroscopic objects
are composed of atoms.
The power of the superposition principle was already noted by von Neu-
mann in 1932 when he tried to describe the measurement process consis-
tently in quantum terms. He considers an interaction between a system and
a (macroscopic) apparatus (cf. Giulini et al. 1996). Let the states of the mea-
sured system which are discriminated by the apparatus be denoted by |n〉,
then an appropriate interaction Hamiltonian has the form
Hint =
∑
n
|n〉〈n| ⊗ Aˆn . (1)
The operators Aˆn, acting on the states of the apparatus, are rather arbi-
trary, but must of course depend on the “quantum number” n. Note that
the measured “observable” is dynamically defined by the system-apparatus
interaction and there is no reason to introduce it axiomatically (or as an ad-
ditional concept). If the measured system is initially in the state |n〉 and the
device in some initial state |Φ0〉, the evolution according to the Schro¨dinger
equation with Hamiltonian (1) reads
|n〉|Φ0〉 t−→ exp (−iHintt) |n〉|Φ0〉 = |n〉 exp
(
−iAˆnt
)
|Φ0〉
=: |n〉|Φn(t)〉 . (2)
The resulting apparatus states |Φn(t)〉 are usually called “pointer positions”.
An analogy to (2) can also be written down in classical physics. The essen-
tial new quantum features come into play when we consider a superposition
of different eigenstates (of the measured “observable”) as initial state. The
linearity of time evolution immediately leads to
(∑
n
cn|n〉
)
|Φ0〉 t−→
∑
n
cn|n〉|Φn(t)〉 . (3)
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This state does not, however, correspond to a definite measurement result – it
contains a “weird” superposition of macroscopic pointer positions! This mo-
tivated von Neumann to introduce a “collapse” of the wave function, because
he saw no other possibility to adapt the formalism to experience. There have
been only rather recently attempts to give a concrete dynamical formulation
of this collapse (see, e.g., Chap. 8 in Giulini et al. (1996)). However, none of
these collapse models has yet been experimentally confirmed. In the following
I shall review a concept that enables one to reconcile quantum theory with
experience without introducing an explicit collapse; strangely enough, it is
the superposition principle itself that leads to classical properties.
2.2 Decoherence: Concepts, examples, experiments
The crucial observation is that macroscopic objects cannot be considered
as being isolated – they are unavoidably coupled to ubiquitous degrees of
freedom of their einvironment, leading to quantum entanglement. As will be
briefly discussed in the course of this subsection, this gives rise to classical
properties for such objects – a process known as decoherence. This was first
discussed by Zeh in the seventies and later elaborated by many authors;
a comprehensive treatment is given by Giulini et al. (1996), other reviews
include Zurek (1991), Kiefer and Joos (1999), see also the contributions to
the volume Blanchard et al. (1999).
Denoting the environmental states with |En〉, the interaction with system
and apparatus yields instead of (3) a superposition of the type(∑
n
cn|n〉
)
|Φ0〉|E0〉 t−→
∑
n
cn|n〉|Φn〉|En〉 . (4)
This is again a macroscopic superposition, involving a tremendous number
of degrees of freedom. The crucial point now is, however, that most of the
environmental degrees of freedom are not amenable to observation. If we ask
what can be seen when observing only system and apparatus, we need –
according to the quantum rules – to calculate the reduced density matrix
ρ that is obtained from (4) upon tracing out the environmental degrees of
freedom.
If the environmental states are approximately orthogonal (which is the
generic case),
〈Em|En〉 ≈ δmn , (5)
the density matrix becomes approximately diagonal in the “pointer basis”,
ρS ≈
∑
n
|cn|2|n〉〈n| ⊗ |Φn〉〈Φn| . (6)
Thus, the result of this interaction is a density matrix which seems to describe
an ensemble of different outcomes n with the respective probabilities. One
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must be careful in analysing its interpretation, however: This density matrix
only corresponds to an apparent ensemble, not a genuine ensemble of quantum
states. What can safely be stated is the fact, that interference terms (non-
diagonal elements) are absent locally, although they are still present in the
total system, see (4). The coherence present in the initial system state in (3)
can no longer be observed; it is delocalised into the larger system. As is well
known, any interpretation of a superposition as an ensemble of components
can be disproved experimentally by creating interference effects. The same is
true for the situation described in (3). For example, the evolution could in
principle be reversed. Needless to say that such a reversal is experimentally
extremely difficult, but the interpretation and consistency of a physical theory
must not depend on our present technical abilities. Nevertheless, one often
finds explicit or implicit statements to the effect that the above processes are
equivalent to the collapse of the wave function (or even solve the measurement
problem). Such statements are certainly unfounded. What can safely be said,
is that coherence between the subspaces of the Hilbert space spanned by |n〉
can no longer be observed in the system considered, if the process described
by (3) is practically irreversible.
The essential implications are twofold: First, processes of the kind (3)
do happen frequently and unavoidably for all macroscopic objects. Second,
these processes are irreversible in practically all realistic situtations. In a
normal measurement process, the interaction and the state of the apparatus
are controllable to some extent (for example, the initial state of the apparatus
is known to the experimenter). In the case of decoherence, typically the initial
state is not known in detail (a standard example is interaction with thermal
radiation), but the consequences for the local density matrix are the same: If
the environment is described by an ensemble, each member of this ensemble
can act in the way described above.
A complete treatment of realistic cases has to include the Hamiltonian
governing the evolution of the system itself (as well as that of the environ-
ment). The exact dynamics of a subsystem is hardly manageable (formally it
is given by a complicated integro-differential equation, see Chap. 7 of Giulini
et al. 1996). Nevertheless, we can find important approximate solutions in
some simplifying cases. One example is concerned with localisation through
scattering processes and will be briefly discussed in the following. My treat-
ment will closely follow Kiefer and Joos (1999).
Why do macroscopic objects always appear localised in space? Coherence
between macroscopically different positions is destroyed very rapidly because
of the strong influence of scattering processes. The formal description may
proceed as follows. Let |x〉 be the position eigenstate of a macroscopic ob-
ject, and |χ〉 the state of the incoming particle. Following the von Neumann
scheme, the scattering of such particles off an object located at position x
may be written as
|x〉|χ〉 t−→ |x〉|χx〉 = |x〉Sx|χ〉 , (7)
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where the scattered state may conveniently be calculated by means of an
appropriate S-matrix. For the more general initial state of a wave packet we
have then ∫
d3x ϕ(x)|x〉|χ〉 t−→
∫
d3x ϕ(x)|x〉Sx|χ〉 , (8)
and the reduced density matrix describing our object changes into
ρ(x, x′) = ϕ(x)ϕ∗(x′)
〈
χ|S†x′Sx|χ
〉
. (9)
These steps correspond to the general steps discussed above. Of course, a
single scattering process will usually not resolve a small distance, so in most
cases the matrix element on the right-hand side of (9) will be close to unity.
But if we add the contributions of many scattering processes, an exponential
damping of spatial coherence results:
ρ(x, x′, t) = ρ(x, x′, 0) exp
{−Λt(x− x′)2} . (10)
The strength of this effect is described by a single parameter Λ which may
be called the “localisation rate” and is given by
Λ =
k2Nvσeff
V
. (11)
Here, k is the wave number of the incoming particles, Nv/V the flux, and
σeff is of the order of the total cross section (for details see Joos and Zeh
1985 or Sect. 3.2.1 and Appendix 1 in Giulini et al. 1996). Some values of Λ
are given in the Table.
Table 1. Localisation rate Λ in cm−2s−1 for three sizes of “dust particles” and
various types of scattering processes (from Joos and Zeh 1985). This quantity mea-
sures how fast interference between different positions disappears as a function of
distance in the course of time, see (10).
a = 10−3cm a = 10−5cm a = 10−6cm
dust particle dust particle large molecule
Cosmic background radiation 106 10−6 10−12
300 K photons 1019 1012 106
Sunlight (on earth) 1021 1017 1013
Air molecules 1036 1032 1030
Laboratory vacuum 1023 1019 1017
(103 particles/cm3)
Most of the numbers in the table are quite large, showing the extremely
strong coupling of macroscopic objects, such as dust particles, to their nat-
ural environment. Even in intergalactic space, the 3K background radiation
cannot be neglected.
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In a general treatment one must combine the decohering influence of scat-
tering processes with the internal dynamics of the system. This leads to mas-
ter equations for the reduced density matrix, which can be solved explicitly
in simple cases. Let me mention the example where the internal dynamics is
given by the free Hamiltonian and consider the coherence length, i.e. the non-
diagonal part of the density matrix. According to the Schro¨dinger equation,
a free wave packet would spread, thereby increasing its size and extending its
coherence properties over a larger region of space. Decoherence is expected
to counteract this behaviour and reduce the coherence length. This can be
seen in the solution shown in Fig. 1, where the time dependence of the coher-
ence length (the width of the density matrix in the off-diagonal direction) is
plotted for a truly free particle (obeying a Schro¨dinger equation) and also for
increasing strength of decoherence. For large times the spreading of the wave
packet no longer occurs and the coherence length always decreases propor-
tional to 1/
√
Λt. More details and more complicated examples can be found
in Giulini et al. (1996).
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of coherence length. It is a measure of the spatial extension
over which the object can show interference effects. Except for zero coupling (Λ =
0), the coherence length always decreases for large times. From Giulini et al. (1996).
Not only the centre-of-mass position of dust particles becomes “classical”
via decoherence. The spatial structure of molecules represents another most
important example. Consider a simple model of a chiral molecule (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Typical structure of an optically active, chiral molecule. Both versions are
mirror-images of each other and are not connected by a proper rotation, if the four
elements are different.
Right- and left-handed versions both have a rather well-defined spatial
structure, whereas the ground state is - for symmetry reasons - a superposi-
tion of both chiral states. These chiral configurations are usually separated
by a tunneling barrier (compare Fig. 3) which is so high that under normal
circumstances tunneling is very improbable, as was already shown by Hund
in 1929. But this alone does not explain why chiral molecules are never found
in energy eigenstates! Only the interaction with the environment can lead to
the localisation and the emergence of a spatial structure. We shall encounter
a similar case of “symmetry breaking” in the case of quantum cosmology, see
Sect. 4.2 below.
I want to emphasise that decoherence should not be confused with ther-
malisation, although they sometimes occur together. In general, decoherence
and relaxation have drastically different timescales – for a typical macroscopic
situation decoherence is faster by forty orders of magnitude. This short de-
coherence timescale leads to the impression of discontinuities, e.g. “quantum
jumps”, although the underlying dynamics, the Schro¨dinger equation, is con-
tinuous. Therefore, to come up with a precise experimental test of decoher-
ence, one must spend considerable effort to bring the decoherence timescale
into a regime where it is comparable with other timescales of the system.
This was achieved by a quantum-optical experiment that was performed in
Paris in 1996, see Haroche (1998) for a review.
What is done in this experiment? The role of the system is played by
a rubidium atom and its states |n〉 are two Rydberg states |+〉 and |−〉.
This atom is sent into a high-Q cavity and brought into interaction with
an electromagnetic field. This field plays the role of the “apparatus” and its
pointer states |Φn〉 are coherent states |α+〉 and |α−〉 which are correlated
with the system states |+〉 and |−〉, respectively. The atom is brought into
a superposition of |+〉 and |−〉 which it imparts on the coherent states of
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V(z)
|1>
|2>
Fig. 3. Effective potential for the inversion coordinate in a model for a chiral
molecule and the two lowest-lying eigenstates. The ground state is symmetrically
distributed over the two wells. Only linear combinations of the two lowest-lying
states are localised and correspond to a classical configuration.
the electromagnetic field; the latter is then in a superposition of |α+〉 and
|α−〉, which resembles a Schro¨dinger-cat state. The role of the environment
is played by mirror defects and the corresponding environmental states are
correlated with the respective components of the field superposition. One
would thus expect that decoherence turns this superposition locally into a
mixture. The decoherence time is calculated to be tD ≈ tR/n¯, where tR is
the relaxation time (the field-energy decay time) and n¯ is the average photon
number in the cavity. In the experiment tR is about 160 microseconds, and
n¯ ≈ 3.3. These values enable one to monitor the process of decoherence as a
process in time.
The decay of field coherence is measured by sending a second atom with
different delay times into the cavity, playing the role of a “quantum mouse”;
interference fringes are observed through two-atom correlation signals. The
experimental results are found to be in complete agreement with the theoret-
ical prediction. If a value of n¯ ≈ 10 is chosen, decoherence is already so rapid
that no coherence can be seen. This makes it obvious why decoherence for
macroscopic objects happens “instantaneously” for all practical purposes.
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2.3 On the interpretation of quantum theory1
It would have been possible to study the emergence of classical properties by
decoherence already in the early days of quantum mechanics and, in fact, the
contributions of Landau, Mott, and Heisenberg at the end of the twenties can
be interpreted as a first step in this direction. Why did one not go further at
that time? One major reason was certainly the advent of the “Copenhagen
doctrine” that was sufficient to apply the formalism of quantum theory on a
pragmatic level. In addition, the imagination that objects can be isolated from
their environment was so deeply rooted since the time of Galileo, that the
quantitative aspect of decoherence was largely underestimated. This quan-
titative aspect was only borne out by detailed calculations, some of which
I have reviewed above. Moreover, direct experimental verification was only
possible quite recently.
What are the achievements of the decoherence mechanism? Decoherence
can certainly explain why and how within quantum theory certain objects
(including fields) appear classical to “local” observers. It can, of course, not
explain why there are such local observers at all. The classical properties
are defined by the pointer basis for the object, which is distinguished by the
interaction with the environment and which is sufficiently stable in time.
It is important to emphasise that classical properties are not an a priori
attribute of objects, but only come into being through the interaction with
the environment.
Because decoherence acts, for macroscopic systems, on an extremely short
time scale, it appears to act discontinuously, although in reality decoherence
is a smooth process. This is why “events”, “particles”, or “quantum jumps”
are observed. Only in the special arrangement of experiments, where systems
are used that lie at the border between microscopic and macroscopic, can
this smooth nature of decoherence be observed.
Since decoherence studies only employ the standard formalism of quantum
theory, all components characterising macroscopically different situations are
still present in the total quantum state which includes system and environ-
ment, although they cannot be observed locally. Whether there is a real
dynamical “collapse” of the total state into one definite component or not
(which would lead to an Everett interpretation) is at present an undecided
question. Since this may not experimentally be decided in the near future, it
has been declared a “matter of taste” (Zeh 1997).
The most important feature of decoherence besides its ubiquity is its ir-
reversible nature. Due to the interaction with the environment, the quantum
mechanical entanglement increases with time. Therefore, the local entropy for
subsystems increases, too, since information residing in correlations is locally
unobservable. A natural prerequisite for any such irreversible behaviour, most
pronounced in the Second Law of thermodynamics, is a special initial con-
dition of very low entropy. Penrose has demonstrated convincingly that this
1 This is adapted from Sect. 4 of Kiefer and Joos (1999).
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is due to the extremely special nature of the big bang. Can this peculiarity
be explained in any satisfactory way? Convincing arguments have been put
forward that this can only be achieved within a quantum theory of gravity
(Zeh 1999). This leads directly into the realm of quantum cosmology which
is the topic of the following sections.
3 Quantum cosmology
3.1 Why spacetime cannot be classical
Quantum cosmology is the application of quantum theory to the Universe
as a whole. Is such a theory possible or even – as I want to argue here –
needed for consistency? In the first section I have stressed the importance
of the superposition principle and the ensuing quantum entanglement with
environmental degrees of freedom. Since the environment is in general also
coupled to another environment, this leads ultimately to the whole Universe
as the only closed quantum system in the strict sense. Therefore one must
take quantum cosmology seriously. Since gravity is the dominant interaction
on the largest scales, one faces the problem of quantising the gravitational
field. In the following I shall list some arguments that can be put forward in
support of such a quantisation, cf. Kiefer (1999):
• Singularity theorems of general relativity: Under very general conditions,
the occurrence of a singularity, and therefore the breakdown of the the-
ory, is unavoidable. A more fundamental theory is therefore needed to
overcome these shortcomings, and the general expectation is that this
fundamental theory is a quantum theory of gravity.
• Initial conditions in cosmology: This is related to the singularity theo-
rems, since they predict the existence of a “big bang” where the known
laws of physics break down. To fully understand the evolution of our
Universe, its initial state must be amenable to a physical description.
• Unification: Apart from general relativity, all known fundamental theo-
ries are quantum theories. It would thus seem awkward if gravity, which
couples to all other fields, should remain the only classical entity in a
fundamental description. Moreover, it seems that classical fields cannot
be coupled to quantum fields without leading to inconsistencies (Bohr-
Rosenfeld type of analysis).
• Gravity as a regulator: Many models indicate that the consistent inclu-
sion of gravity in a quantum framework automatically eliminates the
divergences that plague ordinary quantum field theory.
• Problem of time: In ordinary quantum theory, the presence of an ex-
ternal time parameter t is crucial for the interpretation of the theory:
“Measurements” take place at a certain time, matrix elements are eval-
uated at fixed times, and the norm of the wave function is conserved in
time. In general relativity, on the other hand, time as part of spacetime is
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a dynamical quantity. Both concepts of time must therefore be modified
at a fundamental level. This will be discussed in some detail in the next
subsection.
The task of quantising gravity has not yet been accomplished, but ap-
proaches exist within which sensible questions can be asked. Two approaches
are at the centre of current research: Superstring theory (or M-theory) and
canonical quantum gravity. Superstring theory is much more ambitious and
aims at a unification of all interactions within a single quantum framework
(a recent overview is Sen 1998). Canonical quantum gravity, on the other
hand, attempts to construct a consistent, non-perturbative, quantum theory
of the gravitational field on its own. This is done through the application of
standard quantisation rules to the general theory of relativity.
The fundamental length scales that are connected with these theories
are the Planck length, lp =
√
Gh¯/c3, or the string length, ls. It is generally
assumed that the string length is somewhat larger than the Planck length. Al-
though not fully established in quantitative detail, canonical quantum gravity
should follow from superstring theory for scales l ≫ ls > lp. One argument
for this derives directly from the kinematical nonlocality of quantum theory:
Quantum effects are not a priori restricted to certain scales. For example, the
rather large mass of a dust grain cannot by itself be used as an argument
for classicality. Rather, the process of decoherence through the environment
can explain why quantum effects are negligible for this object, see the dis-
cussion in Sect. 2.2, in particular the quantitative aspects as they manifest
themselves in the Table. Analogously, the smallness of lp or ls cannot by itself
be used to argue that quantum-gravitational effects are small. Rather, this
should be an emergent fact to be justified by decoherence (see Sect. 4). Since
for scales larger than lp or ls general relativity is an excellent approximation,
it must be clear that the canonical quantum theory must be an excellent
approximation, too. The canonical theory might or might not exist on a full,
non-perturbative level, but it should definitely exist as an effective theory
on large scales. It seems therefore sufficient to base the following discussion
on canonical quantum gravity, although I want to emphasise that the same
conceptual issues arise in superstring theory.
Depending on the choice of the canonical variables, the canonical theory
can be subdivided into the following approaches:
• Quantum geometrodynamics: This is the traditional approach that uses
the three-dimensional metric as its configuration variable.
• Quantum connection dynamics: The configuration variable is a non-abelian
connection that has many similarities to gauge theories.
• Quantum loop dynamics: The configuration variable is the trace of a
holonomy with respect to a loop, analogous to a Wilson loop.
There exists a connection between the last two approaches, whereas their con-
nection to the first approach is less clear. For the above reason one should,
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however, expect that a relation between all approaches exists at least on a
semiclassical level. Here, I shall restrict myself to quantum geometrodynam-
ics, since this seems to be the most appropriate language for a discussion of
the conceptual issues. However, most of this discussion should find its pendant
in the other approaches, too. A thorough discussion of these other approaches
can be found in many contributions to this volume, see also Ashtekar (1999).
3.2 Problem of time
“Quantisation” is a set of heuristic recipes which allows one to guess the
structure of the quantum theory from the underlying classical theory. In the
canonical approach, the first step is to identify the canonical variables, the
configuration and momentum variables of the classical theory. Their Poisson
brackets are then translated into quantum operators. As a well-known theo-
rem by Groenewald and van Hove states, such a translation is not possible
for most of the other variables.
Details of the canonical formalism for general relativity can be found in
Isham (1992), Kucharˇ (1992), and the references therein, and I shall give here
only a brief introduction. For the definition of the canonical momenta, a time
coordinate has to be distinguished. This spoils the explicit four-dimensional
covariance of general relativity – the theory is reformulated to give a for-
mulation for the dynamics of three-dimensional hypersurfaces. It is then not
surprising that the configuration variable is the three-dimensional metric,
hab(x), on such hypersurfaces. The three-metric has six independent degrees
of freedom. The remaining four components of the spacetime metric play
the role of non-dynamical Lagrange multipliers called lapse function, N⊥(x),
and shift vector, Na(x) – they parametrise, respectively, the way in which
consecutive hypersurfaces are chosen and how the coordinates are selected
on a hypersurface. The momenta canonically conjugated to the three-metric,
pab(x), form a tensor which is linearly related to the second fundamental form
associated with a hypersurface – specifying the way in which the hypersurface
is embedded into the fourth dimension. In the quantum theory, the canon-
ical variables are formally turned into operators obeying the commutation
relations
[hˆab(x), pˆ
ab(y)] = ih¯δc(aδ
d
b)δ(x,y) . (12)
In a (formal) functional Schro¨dinger representation, the canonical operators
act on wave functionals Ψ depending on the three-metric,
hˆab(x)Ψ [hab(x)] = hab(x)Ψ [hab(x)] (13)
pˆcd(x)Ψ [hab(x)] =
h¯
i
δ
δhcd(x)
Ψ [hab(x)] . (14)
A central feature of canonical gravity is the existence of constraints. Because
of the four-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance of general relativity, these
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are four constraints per space point, one Hamiltonian constraint,
Hˆ⊥Ψ = 0 , (15)
and three diffeomorphism constraints,
HˆaΨ = 0 . (16)
The total Hamiltonian is obtained by integration2,
Hˆ =
∫
d3x (N⊥Hˆ⊥ +NaHˆa), (17)
where N⊥ and Na denote again lapse function and shift vector, respectively.
The constraints then enforce that the wave functional be annihilated by the
total Hamiltonian,
HˆΨ = 0 . (18)
The Wheeler-DeWitt equation (18) is the central equation of canonical quan-
tum gravity. This also holds for quantum connection dynamics and quantum
loop dynamics, although the configuration variables are different.
The Wheeler-DeWitt equation (18) possesses the remarkable property
that it does not depend on any external time parameter – the t of the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation has totally disappeared, and (18) looks like
a stationary zero-energy Schro¨dinger equation. How can this be understood?
In classical canonical gravity, a spacetime can be represented as a “trajec-
tory” in configuration space – the space of all three-metrics. Although time
coordinates have no intrinsic meaning in classical general relativity either,
they can nevertheless be used to parametrise this trajectory in an essentially
arbitrary way. Since no trajectories exist anymore in quantum theory, no
spacetime exists at the most fundamental, and therefore also no time coor-
dinates to parametrise any trajectory. A simple analogy is provided by the
relativistic particle: In the classical theory there is a trajectory which can be
parametrised by some essentially arbitrary parameter, e.g. the proper time.
Reparametrisation invariance leads to one constraint, p2 + m2 = 0. In the
quantum theory, no trajectory exists anymore, the wave function obeys the
Klein-Gordon equation as an analogue of (18), and any trace of a classical
time parameter is lost (although, of course, for the relativistic particle the
background Minkowski spacetime is present, which is not the case for grav-
ity).
Since the presence of an external time parameter is very important in
quantum mechanics – giving rise to such important notions as the unitarity
of states –, it is a priori not clear how to interpret a “timeless” equation of the
form (18), cf. Barbour (1997) and Kiefer (1997). This is called the problem
2 In the following I shall restrict myself to closed compact spaces; otherwise, the
Hamiltonian has to be augmented by surface terms such as the ADM energy.
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of time. A related issue is the Hilbert-space problem: What is the appropriate
inner product that encodes the probability interpretation and that is con-
served in time? Before discussing some of the options, it is very useful to first
have a look at the explicit structure of (15) and (16). Introducing the Planck
mass mp = (16piG)
−1/2 and setting h¯ = 1, the constraint equations read
′′{
− 1
2m2p
Gab,cd
δ2
δhabδhcd
−m2p
√
h 3R+ Hˆmat⊥
}′′
|Ψ [hab]
〉
= 0, (19)
′′{
−2
i
hab∇c δ
δhbc
+ Hˆmata
}′′
|Ψ [hab]
〉
= 0. (20)
The inverted commas indicate that these are formal equations and that
the factor ordering and regularisation problem have not been addressed. In
these equations, 3R and
√
h denote the three-dimensional Ricci scalar and
the square root of the determinant of the three-metric, respectively, and
a cosmological term has not been considered here. The quantity Gab,cd =
h−1/2(hachbd + hadhbc − habhcd) plays the role of a metric in configuration
space (“DeWitt metric”), and ∇c denotes the covariant spatial derivative.
The matter parts of the constraints, Hˆmat⊥ and Hˆ
mat
a , depend on the con-
crete choice of matter action which we shall not specify here. Its form can
be strongly constrained from general principles such as ultralocality (Teitel-
boim 1980). A tilde denotes a quantum operator in the standard Hilbert space
of matter fields, while the bra and ket notation refers to the corresponding
states.
The second equation (20) expresses the fact that the wave functional
is invariant with respect to three-dimensional diffeomorphisms (“coordinate
transformations”). It is for this reason why one often writes Ψ [3G], where
the argument denotes the coordinate-invariant three-geometry. Since there
is, however, no explicit operator available which acts directly on Ψ [3G], this is
only a formal representation, and in concrete discussions one has to work with
(19) and (20). It must also be remarked that this invariance holds only for
diffeomorphisms that are connected with the identity; for “large” diffeome-
orphism, a so-called θ-structure may arise, similarly to the θ-angle in QCD,
see e.g. Kiefer (1993).
The kinetic term in (19) exhibits an interesting structure: The DeWitt
metric Gab,cd has locally the signature diag(−,+,+,+,+,+), rendering the
kinetic term indefinite. Moreover, the one minus sign in the signature sug-
gests that the corresponding degree of freedom plays the role of an “intrinsic
time” (Zeh 1999). In general this does not, however, render (19) a hyperbolic
equation, since even after dividing out the diffeomorphisms – going to the su-
perspace of all three-geometries – there remains in general an infinite number
of minus signs. In the special, but interesting, case of perturbations around
closed Friedmann cosmologies, however, one global minus sign remains, and
one is left with a truly hyperbolic equation (Giulini 1995). A Cauchy prob-
lem with respect to intrinsic time may then be posed. The minus sign in
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the DeWitt metric can be associated with the local scale part,
√
h, of the
three-metric.
The presence of the minus sign in the DeWitt metric has an interest-
ing interpretation: It reflects the fact that gravity is attractive (Giulini and
Kiefer 1994). This can be investigated by considering the most general class
of ultralocal DeWitt metrics which are characterised by the occurrence of
some additional parameter α:
Gαab,cd = h
−1/2(hachbd + hadhbc − 2αhabhcd) , (21)
where α = 0.5 is the value corresponding to general relativity. One finds that
there exists a critical value, αc = 1/3, such that for α < αc the DeWitt metric
would become positive definite. One also finds that for α < αc gravity would
become repulsive in the following sense: First, the second time derivative of
the total volume V =
∫
d3x
√
h (for lapse equal to one) would become, for
positive three-curvature, positive instead of negative, therefore leading to an
acceleration. Second, in the coupling to matter the sign of the gravitational
constant would change. From the observed amount of helium one can infer
that α must lie between 0.4 and 0.55.
Standard quantum theory employs the mathematical structure of a Hilbert
space which is needed for the probability interpretation. Does such a structure
also exist in quantum gravity? On a kinematical level, for wave functionals
which are not yet necessarily solutions of the constraint equations, one can
try to start with the standard Schro¨dinger-type inner product∫
DhabΨ∗[hab(x)]Ψ [hab(x)] ≡ (Ψ, Ψ)S . (22)
For wave functionals which satisfy the diffeomorphism constraints (20), this
would yield divergencies since the integration runs over all “gauge orbits”.
In the connection representation, a preferred measure exists with respect to
which the wave functionals are square integrable functions on the space of
connections, see the contributions by Ashtekar, Lewandowski, and Rovelli to
this volume. The construction is possible because the Hilbert space can be
viewed as a limit of Hilbert spaces with finitely many degrees of freedom. It
leads to interesting results for the spectra of geometric operators such as the
area operator. However, no such product is known in geometrodynamics.
Since physical wave functionals have to obey (19) and (20), it might be
sufficient if a Hilbert-space structure existed on the space of solutions, not
necessarily on the space of all functionals such as in (22). Since (19) has
locally the form of a Klein-Gordon equation, one might expect to use the
inner product
i
∫
ΠxdΣ
ab(x)Ψ∗[hab]

Gab,cd
→
δ
δhcd
−
←
δ
δhcd
Gab,cd

Ψ [hab] ≡ (Ψ, Ψ)KG .
(23)
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The (formal) integration runs over a five-dimensional hypersurface at each
space point, which is spacelike with respect to the DeWitt metric. The prod-
uct (23) is invariant with respect to deformations of this hypersurface and
therefore independent of “intrinsic time”.
Similar to the situation with the relativistic particle, however, the inner
product (23) is not positive definite. For the free relativistic particle one can
perform a consistent restriction to a “positive-frequency sector” in which the
analogue of (23) is manifestly positive, provided the spacetime background
and the potential (which must be positive) are stationary, i.e., if there ex-
ists a time-like Killing vector which also preserves the potential. Otherwise,
“particle production” occurs and the one-particle interpretation of the theory
cannot be maintained. It has been shown that such a restriction to “positive
frequencies” is not possible in quantum geometrodynamics (Kucharˇ 1992),
the reason being that the Hamiltonian is not stationary. As I shall describe
in Sect. 4, one can make, at least for certain states in the “one-loop level” of
the semiclassical approximation, a consistent restriction to a positive-definite
sector of (23).
For the relativistic particle one leaves the one-particle sector and proceeds
to a field-theoretic setting, if one has to address situations where the restric-
tion to positive frequencies is no longer possible. One then arrives at wave
functionals for which a Schro¨dinger-type of inner product can be formulated.
Can one apply a similar procedure for the Wheeler-DeWitt equation? Since
quantum geometrodynamics is already a field theory, this would mean per-
forming the transition to a “third-quantised” theory in which the state in
(18) is itself turned into an operator. The formalism for such a theory is still
in its infancy and will not be presented here (see e.g. Kucharˇ 1992). In a
sense, superstring theory can be interpreted as providing such a framework.
All these problems could be avoided if it were possible to “solve” the
constraints classically and make a transition to the physical degrees of free-
dom, upon which the standard Schro¨dinger inner product could be imposed.
This would correspond to the choice of a time variable before quantisation.
Formally, one would have to perform the canonical transformation
(hab, p
cd) −→ (XA, PA;φi, pi) , (24)
where A runs from 1 to 4, and i runs from 1 to 2. XA and PA are the kine-
matical “embedding variables”, while φi and pi are the dynamical, physical,
degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, such a reduction can only be performed
in special situations, such as weak gravitational waves, but not in the gen-
eral case, see Isham (1992) and Kucharˇ (1992). The best one can do is to
choose the so-called “York time”, but the corresponding reduction cannot be
performed explicitly. Again, only on the one-loop level of the semiclassical ap-
proximation (see Sect. 4) can the equivalence of the Schro¨dinger product for
the reduced variables and the Klein-Gordon inner product for the constrained
variables be shown.
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The problems of time and Hilbert space are thus not yet resolved at the
most fundamental level. It is thus not clear, for example, whether (18) can
sensibly be interpreted only as an eigenvalue equation for eigenvalue zero.
Thus the options that will be discussed in the rest of my contribution are
• to study a semiclassical approximation and to aim at a consistent treat-
ment of conceptual issues at that level. This is done in Sect. 4. Or
• to look for sensible boundary conditions for the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
and to discuss directly solutions to this equation. This is done in the rest
of this section.
3.3 Role of boundary conditions
Boundary conditions play a different role in quantum mechanics and quantum
cosmology. In quantum mechanics (more generally, quantum field theory with
an external background), boundary conditions can be imposed with respect to
the external time parameter: Either as a condition on the wave function at a
given time, or as a condition on asymptotic states in scattering situations. On
the other hand, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (18) is a “timeless” equation
with a Klein-Gordon type of kinetic term.
What is the role of boundary conditions in quantum cosmology? Since
the time of Newton one is accustomed to distinguish between dynamical laws
and initial conditions. However, this is not a priori clear in quantum cosmol-
ogy, and it might well be that boundary conditions are part of the dynamics.
Sometimes quantum cosmology is even called a theory of initial conditions
(Hartle 1997). Certainly, “initial” can here have two meanings: On the one
hand, it can refer to initial condition of the classical Universe. This presup-
poses the validity of a semiclassical approximation (see Sect. 4) and envisages
that particular solutions of (18) could select a subclass of classical solutions
in the semiclassical limit. On the other hand, “initial” can refer to boundary
conditions being imposed directly on (18). Since (18) is fundamentally time-
less, this cannot refer to any classical time parameter but only to intrinsic
variables such as “intrinsic time”. In the following I shall briefly review some
boundary conditions that have been suggested in quantum cosmology; details
and additional references can be found in Halliwell (1991).
Let me start with the no-boundary proposal by Hartle and Hawking
(1983). This does not yield directly boundary conditions on the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation, but specifies the wave function through an integral expres-
sion – through a path integral in which only a subclass of all possible “paths”
is being considered. This subclass comprises all spacetimes that have (besides
the boundary where the arguments of the wave function are specified) no
other boundary. Since the full quantum-gravitational path integral cannot be
evaluated (probably not even be rigorously defined), one must resort to ap-
proximations. These can be semiclassical or minisuperspace approximations
or a combination of both. It becomes clear already in a minisuperspace ap-
proximation that integration has to be performed over complex metrics to
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guarantee convergence. Depending on the nature of the saddle point in a
semiclassical limit, the wave function can then refer to a classically allowed
or forbidden situation.
Consider the example of a Friedmann Universe with a conformally cou-
pled scalar field. After an appropriate field redefinition, the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation assumes the form of an indefinite harmonic oscillator,(
∂2
∂a2
− ∂
2
∂φ2
− a2 + φ2
)
ψ(a, φ) = 0 . (25)
The implementation of the no-boundary condition in this simple minisuper-
space model selects the following solutions (cf. Kiefer 1991)
ψ1(a, φ) =
1
2pi
K0
( |φ2 − a2|
2
)
, (26)
ψ2(a, φ) =
1
2pi
I0
(
φ2 − a2
2
)
, (27)
where K0 and I0 denote Bessel functions. It is interesting to note that these
solutions do not reflect the classical behaviour of the system (the classical
solutions are Lissajous ellipses confined to a rectangle in configuration space,
see Kiefer 1990) – I0 diverges for large arguments, while K0 diverges for van-
ishing argument (“light cone” in configuration space). Such features cannot
always be seen in a semiclassical limit.
Another boundary condition is the so-called tunneling condition (Vilenkin
1998). It is also formulated in general terms – superspace should contain “out-
going modes” only. However, as with the no-boundary proposal, a concrete
discussion can only be made within approximations. Typically, while the no-
boundary proposal leads to real solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation,
the tunneling proposal predicts complex solutions. This is most easily seen
in the semiclassical approximation (see Sect. 4), where the former predicts
cosS-type of solutions, while the latter predicts exp iS-type of solutions. (The
name “tunneling proposal” comes from the analogy with situations such as
α-decay in nuclear physics where an outgoing wave is present after tunneling
from the nucleus.) A certain danger is connected with the word “outgoing”
because it has a temporal connotation although (18) is timeless. A time pa-
rameter emerges only in a semiclassical approximation, see the next section.
A different type of boundary condition is the SIC proposal by Conradi
and Zeh (1991). It demands that the wave function be simple for small scale
factors, i.e. that it does not depend on other degrees of freedom. The explicit
expressions exhibit many similarities to the no-boundary wave function, but
since the boundary condition is directly imposed on the wave function without
use of path integrals, it is much more convenient for a discussion of models
which correspond to a classically recollapsing universe.
What are the physical applications that one could possibly use to distin-
guish between the various boundary conditions? Some issues are the follow-
ing:
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• Probability for inflation: It is often assumed that the Universe underwent
a period of exponential expansion at an early stage (see also Sect. 4.3).
The question therefore arises whether quantum cosmology can predict
how “likely” the occurrence of inflation is. Concrete calculations address
the question of the probability distribution for the initial values of certain
fields that are responsible for inflation. Since such calculations necessarily
involve the validity of a semiclassical approximation (otherwise the notion
of inflation would not make sense), I shall give some more details in the
next section.
• Primordial black-hole production: The production of primordial black
holes during an inflationary period can in principle also be used to dis-
criminate between boundary conditions, see e.g. Bousso and Hawking
(1996).
• Cosmological parameters: If the wave function is peaked around definite
values of fundamental fields, these values may appear as “constants of
Nature” whose values can thereby be predicted. This was tentatively
done for the cosmological constant (Coleman 1988). Alternatively, the
anthropic principle may be invoked to select amongst the values allowed
by the wave function.
• Arrow of time: Definite conclusions about the arrow of time in the Uni-
verse (and the interior of black holes) can be drawn from solutions to the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation, see Kiefer and Zeh (1995).
Quantum cosmology is of course not restricted to quantum general relativity.
It may also be discussed within effective models of string theory, see e.g.
Da¸browski and Kiefer (1997), but I shall not discuss this here.
4 Emergence of a classical world
As I have reviewed in Sect. 3, there is no notion of spacetime at the full level
of quantum cosmology. This was aleady anticipated by Lemaˆıtre (1931) who
wrote:
If the world has begun with a single quantum, the notions of space
and time would altogether fail to have any meaning at the beginning
. . . If this suggestion is correct, the beginning of the world happened
a little before the beginning of space and time.
It is not clear what “before” means in an atemporal situation, but it is obvious
that the emergence of the usual notion of spacetime within quantum cosmol-
ogy needs an explanation. This is done in two steps: Firstly, a semiclassical
approximation to quantum gravity must be performed (Sect. 4.1). This leads
to the recovery of an approximate Schro¨dinger equation of non-gravitational
fields with respect to the semiclassical background. Secondly, the emergence
of classical properties must be explained (Sect. 4.2). This is achieved through
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the application of the ideas presented in Sect. 2.2. A more technical review
is Kiefer (1994), see also Brout and Parentani (1999). A final subsection is
devoted to the emergence of classical fluctuations which can serve as seeds
for the origin of structure in the Universe.
4.1 Semiclassical approximation to quantum gravity
The starting point is the observation that there occur different scales in the
fundamental equations (19) and (20): The Planck mass mp associated with
the gravitational part, and other scales contained implicitly in Hˆmat⊥ . Even
for “grand-unified theories” the relevant particle scales are at least three
orders of magnitude smaller than mp. For this reason one can apply Born-
Oppenheimer type of techniques that are suited to the presence of different
scales. In molecular physics, the large difference between nuclear mass and
electron mass leads to a slow motion for the nuclei and the applicability of
an adiabatic approximation. A similar method is also applied in the nonrel-
ativistic approximation to the Klein-Gordon equation, see Kiefer and Singh
(1991).
In the lowest order of the semiclassical approximation, the wave functional
appearing in (19) and (20) can be written in the form
|Ψ [hab]
〉
= e
im2pS[hab] |Φ[hab]
〉
, (28)
where S[hab] is a purely gravitational Hamilton-Jacobi function. This is a
solution of the vacuum Einstein-Hamilton-Jacobi equations – the gravita-
tional constraints with the Hamilton-Jacobi values of momenta (gradients of
S[hab]).
Substitution of (28) into (19) and (20) leads to new equations for the
state vector of matter fields |Φ[hab]
〉
depending parametrically on the spatial
metric {
1
i
Gab,cd
δS
δhab
δ
δhcd
+ Hˆmat⊥ (hab)
+
1
2i
′′
Gab,cd
δ2S
δhabδhcd
′′
− 1
2m2p
′′
Gab,cd
δ2
δhabδhcd
′′
}
|Φ[hab]
〉
= 0, (29)
{
′′
− 2
i
hab∇c δ
δhbc
′′
+ Hˆmata (hab)
}
|Φ[hab]
〉
= 0. (30)
It should be emphasised that on a formal level the factor ordering can
be fixed by demanding the equivalence of various quantisation schemes, see
Al’tshuler and Barvinsky (1996) and the references therein.
The conventional derivation of the Schro¨dinger equation from theWheeler-
DeWitt equation consists in the assumption of small back reaction of quantum
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matter on the metric background which at least heuristically allows one to dis-
card the third and the fourth terms in (29). Then one considers |Φ[hab]
〉
on
the solution of classical vacuum Einstein equations hab(x, t) corresponding to
the Hamilton-Jacobi function S[hab], |Φ(t)
〉
= |Φ[hab(x, t)]
〉
. After a certain
choice of lapse and shift functions (N⊥, Na), this solution satisfies the canon-
ical equations with the momentum pab = δS/δhab, so that the quantum state
|Φ(t)〉 satisfies the evolutionary equation obtained by using
∂
∂t
|Φ(t)〉 = ∫ d3x h˙ab(x) δ
δhab(x)
|Φ[hab]
〉
(31)
together with the truncated version of equations (29) – (30). The result is
the Schro¨dinger equation of quantised matter fields in the external classical
gravitational field,
i
∂
∂t
|Φ(t)〉 = Hˆmat|Φ(t)〉, (32)
Hˆmat =
∫
d3x
{
N⊥(x)Hˆmat⊥ (x) +N
a(x)Hˆmata (x)
}
. (33)
Here, Hˆmat is a matter field Hamiltonian in the Schro¨dinger picture, para-
metrically depending on (generally nonstatic) metric coefficients of the curved
spacetime background. In this way, the Schro¨dinger equation for non-gravita-
tional fields has been recovered from quantum gravity as an approximation.
A derivation similar to the above can already be performed within ordi-
nary quantum mechanics if one assumes that the total system is in a “time-
less” energy eigenstate, see Briggs and Rost (1999). In fact, Mott (1931) had
already considered a time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for a total sys-
tem consisting of an α-particle and an atom. If the state of the α-particle
can be described by a plane wave (corresponding in this case to high veloc-
ities), one can make an ansatz similar to (28) and derive a time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation for the atom alone, in which time is defined by the
α-particle.
In the context of quantum gravity, it is most interesting to continue
the semiclassical approximation to higher orders and to derive quantum-
gravitational correction terms to (32). This was done in Kiefer and Singh
(1991) and, giving a detailed interpretation in terms of a Feynman diagram-
matic language, in Barvinsky and Kiefer (1998). I shall give a brief descrip-
tion of these terms and refer the reader to Barvinsky and Kiefer (1998) for
all details.
At the next order of the semiclassical expansion, one obtains corrections
to (32) which are proportional to m−2p . These terms can be added to the mat-
ter Hamiltonian, leading to an effective matter Hamiltonian at this order. It
describes the back-reaction effects of quantum matter on the dynamical grav-
itational background as well as proper quantum effects of the gravitational
field itself. Most of these terms are nonlocal in character: they contain the
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gravitational potential generated by the back reaction of quantum matter as
well as the gravitational potential generated by the one-loop stress tensor
of vacuum gravitons. In cases where the matter energy density is much big-
ger than the energy density of graviton vacuum polarisation, the dominant
correction term is given by the kinetic energy of the gravitational radiation
produced by the back reaction of quantum matter sources.
A possible observational test of these correction terms could be provided
by the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (Rosales 1997). The
temperature fluctuations are of the order 10−5 reflecting within inflationary
models the ratiomI/mp ≈ 10−5, wheremI denotes the mass of the scalar field
responsible for inflation (the “inflaton”). The correction terms would then be
(mI/mp)
2 ≈ 10−10 times a numerical constant, which could in principle be
large enough to be measurable with future satellite experiments such as MAP
or PLANCK.
Returning to the “one-loop order” (28) of the semiclassical approxima-
tion, it is possible to address the issue of probability for inflation that was
mentioned in Sect. 3.3, see Barvinsky and Kamenshchik (1994). In this ap-
proximation, the inner products (22) and (23) are equivalent and positive
definite, see Al’tshuler and Barvinsky (1996). They can therefore be used to
calculate quantum-mechanical probabilities in the usual sense.
To discuss this probability, the reduced density matrix for the inflaton,
ϕ, should be investigated. This density matrix is calculated from the full
quantum state upon integrating out all other degrees of freedom (here called
f),
ρt(ϕ, ϕ
′) =
∫
Df ψ∗t (ϕ′, f)ψt(ϕ, f) , (34)
where ψt denotes the quantum state (28) after the parameter t from (32) has
been used.
To calculate the probability one has to set ϕ′ = ϕ. In earlier work, the
saddle-point approximation was only performed up to the highest, tree-level,
approximation. This yields
ρ(ϕ, ϕ) = exp[±I(ϕ)] , (35)
where I(ϕ) = −3m4p/8V (ϕ) and V (ϕ) is the inflationary poential. The lower
sign corresponds to the no-boundary condition, while the upper sign corre-
sponds to the tunneling condition. The problem with (3) is that ρ is not
normalisable: mass scales bigger than mp contribute significantly and results
based on tree-level approximations can thus not be trusted.
The situation is improved considerably if loop effects are taken into ac-
count (Barvinsky and Kamenshchik 1994). They are incorporated by the loop
effective action Γloop which is calculated on De-Sitter space. In the limit of
large ϕ (that is relevant for investigating normalisability) this yields in the
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one-loop approximation
Γloop(ϕ)|H→∞ ≈ Z ln H
µ
, (36)
where µ is a renormalisation mass parameter, and Z is the anomalous scaling.
Instead of (35) one has now
ρ(ϕ, ϕ) ≈ H−2(ϕ) exp (±I(ϕ)− Γloop(ϕ))
≈ exp
(
± 3m
4
p
8V (ϕ)
)
ϕ−Z−2 . (37)
This density matrix is normalisable provided Z > −1. This in turn leads to
reasonable constraints on the particle content of the theory, see Barvinsky and
Kamenshchik (1994). It turns out that the tunneling wave function (with an
appropriate particle content) can predict the occurrence of a sufficient amount
of inflation. In earlier tree-level calculations the use of an anthropic principle
was needed to get a sensible result from a non-normalisable wave function
through conditional probabilities, see e.g. Hawking and Turok (1998). This
is no longer the case here.
4.2 Decoherence in quantum cosmology3
As in ordinary quantum mechanics, the semiclassical limit is not yet suffi-
cient to understand classical behaviour. Since the superposition principle is
also valid in quantum gravity, quantum entanglement will easily occur, lead-
ing to superpositions of “different spacetimes”. It is for this reason that the
process of decoherence must be invoked to justify the emergence of a classical
spacetime.
Joos (1986) gave a heuristic example within Newtonian (quantum) grav-
ity, in which the superposition of different metrics is suppressed by the in-
teraction with ordinary particles. How does decoherence work in quantum
cosmology? In particular, what constitutes system and environment in a case
where nothing is external to the Universe? The question is how to divide
the degrees of freedom in the configuration space in a sensible way. It was
suggested by Zeh (1986) to treat global degrees of freedom such as the scale
factor (radius) of the Universe or an inflaton field as “relevant” variables that
are decohered by “irrelevant” variables such as density fluctuations, gravita-
tional waves, or other fields. Quantitative calculations can be found, e.g., in
Kiefer (1987,1992).
Denoting the “environmental” variables collectively again by f , the re-
duced density matrix for e.g. the scale factor a is found in the usual way by
integrating out the f -variables,
ρ(a, a′) =
∫
Df Ψ∗(a′, f)Ψ(a, f) . (38)
3 This and the next subsection are adapted from Kiefer (1999).
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In contrast to the discussion following (34), the non-diagonal elements of
the density matrix must be calculated. The resulting terms are ultraviolet-
divergent and must therefore be regularised. This was investigated in detail
for the case of bosons (Barvinsky et al. 1999c) and fermions (Barvinsky et
al. 1999a). A crucial point is that standard regularisation schemes, such as
dimensional regularisation or ζ-regularisation, do not work – they lead to
Trρ2 = ∞, since the sign in the exponent of the Gaussian density matrix is
changed from minus to plus by regularisation. These schemes therefore spoil
one of the important properties that a density matrix must obey. This kind
of problem has not been noticed before, since these regularisation schemes
had not been applied to the calculation of reduced density matrices.
How, then, can (38) be regularised? In Barvinsky et al. (1999a,c) we
put forward the principle that there should be no decoherence if there is
no particle creation – decoherence is an irreversible process. In particular,
there should be no decoherence for static spacetimes. This has led to the
use of a certain conformal reparametrisation for bosonic fields and a certain
Bogoliubov transformation for fermionic fields.
As a concrete example, we have calculated the reduced density matrix
for a situation where the semiclassical background is a De Sitter spacetime,
a(t) = H−1 cosh(Ht), where H denotes the Hubble parameter. This is the
most interesting example for the early Universe, since it is generally assumed
that there happened such an exponential, “inflationary”, phase of the Uni-
verse, caused by an effective cosmological constant. Taking various “envi-
ronments”, the following results are found for the main contribution to (the
absolute value of) the decoherence factor, |D|, that multiplies the reduced
density matrix for the “isolated” case:
• Massless conformally-invariant field: Here,
|D| = 1 ,
since no particle creation and therefore no decoherence effect takes place.
• Massive scalar field: Here,
|D| ≈ exp
(
−pim
3a
128
(a− a′)2
)
,
and one notices increasing decoherence for increasing a.
• Gravitons: This is similar to the previous case, but the massm is replaced
by the Hubble parameter H ,
|D| ≈ exp (−CH3a(a− a′)2) , C > 0 .
• Fermions:
|D| ≈ exp (−C′m2a2H2(a− a′)2) , C′ > 0 .
For high-enough mass, the decoherence effect by fermions is thus smaller
than the corresponding influence of bosons.
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It becomes clear from these examples that the Universe acquires classical
properties after the onset of the inflationary phase. “Before” this phase, the
Universe was in a timeless quantum state which does not possess any classical
properties. Viewed backwards, different semiclassical branches would meet
and interfere to form this timeless quantum state (Barvinsky et al. 1999b).
For these considerations it is of importance that there is a discrimination
between the various degrees of freedom. On the fundamental level of full
superstring theory, for example, such a discrimination is not possible and
one would therefore not expect any decoherence effect to occur at that level.
In general one would expect not only one semiclassical component of the
form (28), but also many superpositions of such terms. Since (18) is a real
equation, one would in particular expect to have a superposition of (28) with
its complex conjugate. The no-boundary state in quantum cosmology has,
for example, such a form. Decoherence also acts between such semiclassical
branches, although somewhat less effective than within one branch (Barvin-
sky et al. 1999c). For a macroscopic Universe, this effect is big enough to
warrant the consideration of only one semiclassical component of the form
(28). This constitutes a symmetry-breaking effect similar to the symmetry
breaking for chiral molecules: While in the former case the symmetry with re-
spect to complex conjugation is broken, in the latter case one has a breaking
of parity invariance (compare Figures 2 and 3 above).
It is clear that decoherence can only act if there is a peculiar, low-entropy,
state for the very early Universe. This lies at the heart of the arrow of time
in the Universe. A simple initial condition like the one in Conradi and Zeh
(1991) can in principle lead to a quantum state describing the arrow of time,
see also Zeh (1999).
4.3 Classicality of primordial fluctuations
According to the inflationary scenario of the early Universe, all structure in
the Universe (galaxies, clusters of galaxies) arises from quantum fluctuations
of scalar fields and scalar fluctuations of the metric. Because also fluctuations
of the metric are involved, this constitutes an effect of (linear) quantum
gravity.
These early fluctuations manifest themselves as anisotropies in the cosmic
microwave background radiation and have been observed both by the COBE
satellite and earth-based telescopes. Certainly, these observed fluctuations
are classical stochastic quantities. How do the quantum fluctuations become
classical?
It is clear that for the purpose of this discussion the global gravitational
degrees of freedom can already by considered as classical, i.e. the decoherence
process of Sect. 4.2 has already been effective. The role of the gravitational
field is then twofold: firstly, the expanding Universe influences the dynamics
of the quantum fluctuations. Secondly, linear fluctuations of the gravitational
field are themselves part of the quantum system.
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The physical wavelength of a mode with wavenumber k is given by
λphys =
2pia
k
. (39)
Since during the inflationary expansion the Hubble parameter H remains
constant, the physical wavelength of the modes leaves the particle horizon,
given by H−1, at a certain stage of inflation, provided that inflation does not
end before this happens. Modes that are outside the horizon thus obey
k
aH
≪ 1 . (40)
It turns out that the dynamical behaviour of these modes lies at the heart of
structure formation. These modes re-enter the horizon in the radiation-and
matter-dominated phases which take place after inflation.
For a quantitative treatment, the Schro¨dinger equation (32) has to be
solved for the fluctuations in the inflationary Universe. The easiest exam-
ple, which nevertheless exhibits the same features as a realistic model, is a
massless scalar field. It is, moreover, most convenient to go to Fourier space
and to multiply the corresponding variable with a. The resulting fluctuation
variable is called yk, see Kiefer and Polarski (1998) for details. Taking as
a natural initial state the “vacuum state”, the solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation (32) for the (complex) variables yk reads
4
χ(y, t) =
(
1
pi|f |2
)1/2
exp
(
−1− 2iF
2|f |2 |y|
2
)
, (41)
where
|f |2 = (2k)−1(cosh 2r + cos 2ϕ sinh 2r), (42)
F =
1
2
sin 2ϕ sinh 2r , (43)
and explicit expressions can be given for the time-dependent functions r and
ϕ. The Gaussian state (41) is nothing but a squeezed state, a state that is well
known from quantum optics. The parameters r and ϕ have the usual interpre-
tation as squeezing parameter and squeezing angle, respectively. It turns out
that during the inflationary expansion r →∞, |F | ≫ 1, and ϕ→ 0 (meaning
here a squeezing in momentum). In this limit, the state (41) becomes also a
WKB state par excellence. As a result of this extreme squeezing, this state
cannot be distinguished within the given observational capabilities from a
classical stochastic process, as thought experiments demonstrate (Kiefer and
Polarski 1998, Kiefer et al. 1998a). In the Heisenberg picture, the special
4 Since there is no self-interaction of the field, different modes yk decouple, which
is why I shall suppress the index k in the following.
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properties of the state (41) are reflected in the fact that the field operators
commute at different times, i.e.
[yˆ(t1), yˆ(t2)] ≈ 0 . (44)
(Kiefer et al. 1998b). In the language of quantum optics, this is the condition
for a quantum-nondemolition measurement: An observable obeying (44) can
repeatedly be measured with great accuracy. It is important to note that
these properties remain valid after the modes have reentered the horizon in
the radiation-dominated phase that follows inflation (Kiefer et al. 1998a).
As is well known, squeezed states are very sensitive to interactions with
other degrees of freedom (Giulini et al. 1996). Since such interactions are
unavoidably present in the early Universe, the question arises whether they
would not spoil the above picture. However, most interactions invoke cou-
plings in field amplitude space (as opposed to field momentum space) and
therefore,
[yˆ, Hˆint] ≈ 0 , (45)
where Hˆint denotes the interaction Hamiltonian. The field amplitudes there-
fore become an excellent pointer basis: This basis defines the classical prop-
erty, and due to (44) this property is conserved in time. The decoherence
time caused by Hˆint is very small in most cases. Employing for the sake of
simplicity a linear interaction with a coupling constant g, one finds for the
decoherence time scale (Kiefer and Polarski 1998)
tD ≈ λphys
ger
. (46)
For modes that presently re-enter the horizon, one has λphys ≈ 1028cm,
er ≈ 1050 and therefore
tD ≈ 10−31g−1sec . (47)
Unless g is very small, decoherence acts on a very short timescale. This con-
clusion is enforced if higher-order interactions are taken into account. It must
be noted that the interaction of the field modes with its “environment” is an
ideal measurement – the probabilities are unchanged and the main predictions
of the inflationary scenario remain the same (which manifest themselves, for
example, in the form of the anisotropy spectrum of the cosmic microwave
background). This would not be the case, for example, if one concluded that
particle number instead of field amplitude would define the robust classical
property. Realistic models of the early Universe must of course take into ac-
count complicated nonlinear interactions, see e.g. Calzetta and Hu (1995)
and Matacz (1997). Although these models will affect the values of the de-
coherence timescales, the conceptual conclusions drawn above will remain
unchanged.
The results of the last two subsections give rise to the hierarchy of clas-
sicality (Kiefer and Joos 1999): The global gravitational background degrees
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of freedom are the first variables that assume classical properties. They then
provide the necessary condition for other variables to exhibit classical be-
haviour, such as the primordial fluctuations discussed here. These then serve
as the seeds for the classical structure of galaxies and clusters of galaxies that
are part of the observed Universe.
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